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The World has spun at dizzying speed in 2020 and is
bookended with the Decapitation of Qasem Soleimani and then
the Political decapitation of President Trump by the [not so]
''Sleepy'' Joe Biden and who exits stage left twittering into the
wilderness or is it Trump TV?

The demise of the Reality TV Star turned seriously vaudeville
with Mr. Giulani mounting the last stand from the Four Seasons
Total Landscaping next to Fantasy Island Adult Books across
the street from the Delaware Valley Cremation Center.
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Some Folks seem convinced that the Prophet of Populism
Donald J. Trump is going to lead his 70m Disciples into some
major 5th generational chess moves but surely just as likely is
an Unfolding psychological breakdown played out in front of our
eyes on TV like Willy Loman in Arthur Miller's Death of
Salesman

“You can't eat the orange and throw the peel away - a
man is not a piece of fruit.”
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“If personal meaning, in this cheer leader society, lies in
success, then failure must threaten identity itself.”
I’m tired to the death. The flute has faded away. He sits
on the bed beside her, a little numb. I couldn’t make it. I
just couldn’t make it, Linda.
Counterintuitively, The Trump Vladislav Surkov Talking Points
which of course always feature George Soros are strangely
ineffective and a little like a receding tide.
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Biden has stayed on Point and his pithiness has been the
clearest Signal in the Noise. The American Electoral System has
emerged unscathed and in fact looks robust.

“My take on Trump is that he is an inevitable creation of this
unreal normal world,” Adam Curtis says. “Politics has become a
pantomime or vaudeville in that it creates waves of anger
rather than argument. Maybe people like Trump are successful
simply because they fuel that anger, in the echo chambers of
the internet.”
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The Single biggest Issue remains how Biden engages with the
Algorithmic Master [Blaster] and Sun Tzu Maestro ''
''The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without
fighting''

Xi salami-sliced his way into a deeply forward position during
the Obama Administration and in 2020 snaffled up Hong Kong,
marched 400 kilometers into Indian Territory and the Straw
Man Narendra Modi has not even uttered a word and Xi might
even decide to roll over Taiwan during this Interregnum.
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Xi did not even turn up for Trump's beloved Trade Deal and
then proceeded to shred it and surely the apex of his
achievement in 2020 was releasing a bio-engineered
#COVID19 and spreading it around the World with the help of
all the ''shameless pro-Party hacks who chirrup hosannahs at
every turn''
‘’Zoonotic’’ origin was one that was accelerated in the
Laboratory.
https://bit.ly/3iVaxu7
There is also a non negligible possibility that #COVID19 was
deliberately released
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It is impossible to ignore the introduction of a PRRA insert
between S1 and S2: it sticks out like a splinter. This insert
creates the furin cleavage site
https://bit.ly/3hCJjXG

The CCP appears to have modeled its lockdown fraud on Event
201, so Gates, Hopkins, and the WEF would play into their
hands [@MichaelPSenger]

Forcing professionals into their homes forced them into the
CCP’s controlled information environment. Isolating intelligent
people in the digital realm allowed the CCP to control public
opinion through its army of bots and stakes in most media
sources. @MichaelPSenger
They now turn to rule over the people by means of what could
be dubbed “big data totalitarianism” and “WeChat terror.”
@ChinaFile #COVID19 Xu Zhangrun
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http://bit.ly/37vP1Fn

Also 和谐 hexie over the eyes means "harmony" (from former
Pres Hu catchphrase). In China if you've been censored you've
been "harmonised".
http://bit.ly/37vP1Fn

That‘s right, we, We the People, for [as I have previously said]
how can we let ourselves ―survive no better than swine; fawn
upon the power-holders like curs; and live in vile filth like
maggots?
you will all be no better than fields of garlic chives, giving
yourselves up to being harvested by the blade of power, time
and time again. @ChinaFile #COVID19
http://j.mp/2OJelkE
It’s no coincidence that “Zoom meetings” suddenly became the
staple of professional work. Zoom is the CCP’s personal
panopticon—the CCP can and does tune into Zoom calls
anytime they want. What better way to monitor dissenting
opinions.
https://twitter.com/MichaelPSenger/status/
1324081766076919811?s=20
The CCP’s financial ties with social media companies and
nonprofits tasked with policing “misinformation” would
facilitate the censorship necessary to prevent leaders from
easing the public’s COVID hysteria. @MichaelPSenger
https://twitter.com/MichaelPSenger/status/
1324083059243831296?s=20

The Infodemic as per the preeminent Exponent @DrTedros
http://bit.ly/38UwVym
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“We call on all countries to implement decisions that are
evidence-based and consistent,” said Tedros. Roger that.
[Epsilon Theory]
There‟s just one problem.
The “evidence” here – taken without adjustment or question
from the CCP – was a baldfaced lie. And everyone at WHO knew
it.
Fake news is now defined as anything that disputes WHO data,
which means that fake news is now defined as anything that
disputes the official China party line.
Where possible, China wants to criminalize any speech ... any
social media ... that does not follow the official party line.
Where it‟s not possible to criminalize that speech, China wants
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to ban it through the cooperative censorship of global tech and
media platforms.
#Coronavirus how the @WHO is leading the social media fight
against misinformation @DrTedros @SCMPNews
http://j.mp/32gPzxX
Salvation through vaccination would be dangled like a cat toy in
front of fearful populations, each vaccine proving futile—but a
great excuse to bill national governments for mandatory
vaccine programs, another milestone in the end of human
rights.
https://twitter.com/MichaelPSenger/status/
1324083703157530626?s=20

THE VACCINE STORY IS ANOTHER MYTH
https://bit.ly/31huHXN
No-one has ever produced a safe and effective vaccine against
a coronavirus. Birger Sørensen, Angus Dalgleish & Andres
Susrud
What if, as I fear, there will never be a vaccine. I was involved
in the early stages of identifying the HIV virus as the cause of
Aids. I remember drugs companies back then saying there
would be a vaccine within around 18 months. Some 37 years
on, we are still waiting. Prof ANGUS DALGLEISH @MailOnline
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Therefore, we have to ask ourselves does the Biden ''Inflexion''
Point seek to seriously engage the Chinese Advance or is Game
Over?
Of course, Biden will seek to engage on a more coherent and
multilateral Basis but will that be enough?
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There is no V shaped recovery coming in 2021. Thats
just a Fantasy.

"As a consequence of decades of economic mismanagement,
sequential resuscitations and constant bailouts—most
especially during the past three years—vast portions of the
global economy have mutated into a ‘zombified’ state."
@mtmalinen

And the Virus is not going away anytime in fact it is now
exponential.
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"The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to
understand the exponential function." - Professor Allen Bartlett

Malcolm Gladwell „‟Tipping Point‟‟ moment in an epidemic
when a virus reaches critical mass. It‟s the boiling point. It‟s the
moment on the graph when the line starts to shoot straight
upwards.
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Just to be clear, both worldwide daily cases and
worldwide daily deaths are now rising and at their
maximum.

Global record 642,697 new #COVID19 cases yesterday grew
total cases 1.3% yesterday to 49,314,356. Total deaths now
1,242,618 with exponential increase of 0.64% per day
accelerating faster than cases. @jmlukens
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Global #COVID19 cases exponentially growing on average
1.12% per day and now total 49,824,177. World on track to
100M cases by end of year at current rate. @jmlukens

I have been watching True Detective
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Rustin Cohle from True Detective says,

"Time is a flat circle. Everything we have done or will do
we will do over and over and over again- forever."

So where do we go from here in the Markets?

The one consistent Theme is
The Print Shop
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The $DXY heads lower

The Renminbi puts on muscle through Year End.
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Therefore You better find a Shelter from the incoming Storm
Gold [Looks like we get a clean move towards
$2,300.00]

Silver of course is Gold on Steroids.
The FAO Food Price Index [BUY]
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Sell Crude Oil on any Price Spikes [because the World is
as shut down in 2021 as it has been in 2020]

The Internet Surge will continue to gain traction - My
Choice is Netflix partly because of the rapid
internationalisation of its content.
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Turning to Africa
So far Africa has dodged the Virus from a medical perspective
though it remains in my view a slow burning Fuse and we all
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know by now ''viruses exhibit non-linear and exponential
characteristics'
Morocco 4,436 avg #COVID19 cases per day up 33% past two
weeks. Algeria avg cases per day up 93% past 2wks.
@jmlukens
https://twitter.com/jmlukens/status/1325151673774321665?
s=20

COVID-19 avg Daily Case Increase #Algeria: 93% #Botswana:
75% #Uganda: 74% #Ghana: 71% #Kenya: 62% #Nigeria: 51%
#Morocco: 33% #Libya: 5% #Angola: 4%
The real challenge is the Economic Emergency.
The latest Regional Economic Outlook for Sub-Saharan Africa
projects economic activity in the region to decline by 3.0% in
2020 and recover by 3.1% in 2021. @IMFNews
The IMF is so bright eyed and bushy tailed and I want some of
whatever Pills they are popping.
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Ethiopia which was once the Poster child of the African
Renaissance now has a Nobel Prize Winner whom I am reliably
informed
PM Abiy His inner war cabinet includes Evangelicals who are
counseling him he is "doing Christ's work"; that his faith is
being "tested". @RAbdiAnalyst

@PMEthiopia has launched an unwinnable War on Tigray
Province.
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Democracy from Tanzania to Zimbabwe to Cameroon has been
shredded.

We are getting closer and closer to the Virilian Tipping Point
“The revolutionary contingent attains its ideal form not in the
place of production, but in the street''
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Political leadership in most cases completely gerontocratic will
use violence to cling onto Power but any Early Warning System
would be warning a Tsunami is coming
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10 NOV 14 : African youth demographic {many characterise
this as a 'demographic dividend"} - which for Beautiful Blaise
turned into a demographic terminator
http://bit.ly/2PoFJTD
Martin Aglo, a law student from Benin, told Reuters: “After the
Arab Spring, this is the Black Spring”.We need to ask ourselves;
how many people can incumbent shoot stone cold dead in such
a situation – 100, 1,000, 10,000?
This is another point: there is a threshold beyond which the
incumbent can’t go. Where that threshold lies will be
discovered in the throes of the event.
The Event is no longer over the Horizon.
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